GIN LIBRARY
Here at the Navyärd we make all of our gin and tonics ‘Spanish style’ using double (50ml) measures served over
ice in goblets and accompanied by Fever-Tree mixers. If you would like yours another way just let us know.

GIN COCKTAILS
The team here at the Navyärd have pieced together a list of cocktails to fully

Bramble - 9
Tanqueray royale, lemon juice & Crème De Mure.

Breakfast Martini - 10
Tanqueray Flor de Seville, Cointreau, Tiptree marmalade.

Classic Gin Martini - 9
Chase GB, Martini Extra Dry.

Elderflower Martini - 9
Elderflower Gin, St Germain Elderflower Liqueur, fresh lime, gomme, cucumber.

Negroni From the Barrel - 9
Our very own house blended negroni, aged in a barrel for perfection.

Pink Grapefruit Fizz - 9.5
Chase pink grapefruit & pomelo, pink grapefruit juice, Vaporetto prosecco, soda.

Singapore Sling - 9.5
Chase GB, Benedictine, Cherry Heering, Angostura bitters, pineapple juice, soda, fresh lime.

Sloe Gin Fizz - 9
Haymans Sloe, fresh lemon, Vaporetto prosecco.

LOWER SHELF
8.5/50ML & MIXER
3 . 5 / 2 5 M L O N LY

House Pour Tanqueray, England

Portobello Road no.171, England

Made to an export strength recipe for added flavour but with the ABV From one of the UK’s Best bartenders this has generous juniper
lowered, now produced in Scotland but still using a copper pot that
& citrus character.
survived World War II.

Beefeater London Dry, England

Produced since 1862, a true classic ‘London Dry’ style gin.

Beefeater Pink Strawberry, England

Fusing together natural strawberry, citrus & classic juniper
botanicals to create a refreshing gin.

Bloom, England

From the oldest running distillery in the UK & by one of the first
female master distillers. A light floral gin with a smooth finish.

Bristol Distillery Passionfruit 77, England

Made in small batches on a copper pot still, flavoured with intense
amounts of passion fruits but still being light & refreshing. Tropical
notes with bursting superstar martini influences.

Broker, England

A fine & tasty gin which has been lauded by critics. Broker’s is
made with herbs, spices & fruits imported from three continents
& blended to be extra dry.

Bulldog, England

Dragon eye, poppy & lotus leaves give this a bold flavour making it

Eden Mill, Scotland

The first release from the craft brewers & distillers Eden Mill,
made with Australian Galaxy Hops that are cold compounded.
Perfect for craft beer lovers & gin enthusiasts.

Haymans London Dry, England

An excellent London Dry gin, this was created by Christopher
Hayman a man with over 40 years’ experience in the gin world.

Haymans Old Tom, England

Old Tom is the original English Style of gin with a touch of
sweetness for a more rounded, softer flavour profile.

Haymans Sloe, England

Traditional sloe from one of gins oldest families, this is
bittersweet & intense in flavour.

Melford Gin, England

Melford’s distinct botanicals create a fresh, complex & smooth gin
with a meadow flower scent, & a balanced juniper & citrus finish.

Ruddy Duck, England

A twist on the Classic Melford Gin. With Strawberry notes & Wild
water mint (picked from the lake behind the distillery no less)
This summertime infusion if perfect for those hot nights & Sunshine
filled days.

South Bank London Dry, England

Named after the South Bank of London, this gin is a London dry
through & through with a slight hint of citrus. Perfect for a classic G&T.

Tanqueray Blackcurrant Royale, England

Combines juicy blackcurrants with delicate vanilla for a truly
sumptuous taste. Carrying hints of black orchid, Tanqueray
Blackcurrant Royale Distilled Gin is distilled with only the finest
French blackcurrants, vanilla, & four classic London Dry botanicals.

Tanqueray Flor De Sevilla, England

Inspired by the orange groves of Spain, perfect for those who
love a citrus focussed sun-soaked treat.

Tanqueray Rangpur, England

Classic London Dry Gin with the addition of ginger, bay leaves &
Rangpur limes for a more complex flavour.

Verano Pineapple, Scotland

Verano Pineapple Gin is mouth-wateringly sweet, bursting with juicy
tropical pineapple, Creates a delicious refreshing take on a classic
gin & tonic or can be served with lemonade for a fun fruity refresher!

Verano Lemon, Scotland

Inspired by the vibrant flavours of the Mediterranean, Spanish
lemons are in abundance with extra zing for that fruity finish.

Verano Watermelon, Scotland

This gin from Verano channels those refreshing flavours
because it’s been distilled with fresh Spanish watermelon.

Whitley Neill, England

Gin with an African twist – Johnny Neill has macerated baobab
& Cape Gooseberry for an uplifting tone.

ALCOHOL FREE
Haymans Small Gin, England

Ophir Oriental Spiced, England

Cubeb, black pepper & coriander give this warming spice
& length on the palate.

Super distilled and concentrated. This gin when mixed with tonic
creates a perfectly flavoured G&T with less than a percent of
alcohol content.

Plymouth Premium, England

Tanqueray Alcohol Free, England

A gin with a sense of place! Plymouth gin can only be made in
Plymouth, much like Champagne & Port.

Features the same blend of botanicals used in the classic
Tanqueray london dry, but without any of the alcohol!

NEXT SHELF
9.5/50ML & MIXER
4 / 2 5 M L O N LY

Adnams Copper House, England

Malfy Con Limone, Italy

Something bright from the coast with surprising flavours of hibiscus flower. An Italian made gin built using 6 botanicals, one being coastal lemons
including ones direct from the Amalfi coastline.

Beefeater 24, England

give it a unique flavour. From Japanese Sencha Tea, Chinese Green
tea to Citrus peels & juniper. The botanicals are all steeped for 24
hours before distilling to create a fragrant gin with good sweetness.

Malfy Con Rosa, Italy

Awesome Sicilian pink grapefruit with hints of rhubarb to add.

Martin Miller Reformed, England

Boodles Mulberry, England

Distilled in pot stills & then shipped to iceland to be Icelandic spring water.
Flavoured with Tuscan juniper, cassia bark & many other classic flavours.

Boe Violet, Scotland

it a slightly sweeter edge than most classic gins.

A Sloe gin inspired creation from Boodles made with mighty mulberry!
Masons Yorkshire, England
Deep blackcurrant notes with juniper and an herbaceous note.
Harrogate’s very own spring water with local juniper & a handful of
Boe Passionfruit, Scotland
secret botanicals. Each bottle is filled & bottled by hand.
Terrifically tangy passionfruit infused gin. Combined with fresh
orange notes & the classic Boé giving it a wonderful summer feeling. Nordes Galician, Spain
A vibrant variation on the classic Boe gin recipe, infused with violets
giving it a beautiful purple colour & fantastic floral flavours.

Brockmans, England

Pinkster, England

A classic London Dry that is steeped with raspberries giving
it a pink hue & a softer flavour of juniper
.

Tuscan juniper berries, blueberries, blackberries & orange peel all
lead to a fantastic berry-based delight to drink. Perfect as a G&T with Plymouth Sloe, England
Made by steeping sloe berries in Plymouth gin & then blending it with
lemonade or in a Bramble.
Dartmouth water. A great, crisp & fruity sloe gin from Plymouth.

Caorunn, Scotland

Small batch gin from Spey side with some unusual notes coming
from the heather, dandelion & green apple used in the recipe.

Chase GB, England

Boasts a good balance of spice & citrus, with the all-important juniper
commanding the room.

Coastal Reach, England

During long walks along the coast, we discovered sea buckthorn
berries. These bright, small orange jewels deliver a citrus punch
and planted the seed of the idea for a small batch gin.

Conker Dorset Dry, England

Puerto De India’s Strawberry, Spain

Combining notes of juniper & strawberry this is a vibrantly fruit forward Spanish
gin evidently made by accident after trying to make a strawberry liqueur.

Roku, Japan

From the world-famous Suntory Distillery in Japan. This gin combines
the harvest of four seasons bringing in Sakura Flower, Sakura leaf,
sencha tea, Gyokuro tea, sansho pepper & yuzu peel to the gin.

Sipsmith Sloe, England

Produced using handpicked sloes each year which makes every

Tanqueray No.10 , England

Conker Spirit’s Dorset is distilled using British wheat spirit, new
forest spring water & 10 botanicals.

Crafted for the perfect Martini the fresh citrus bursts compliment
fantastically with martini but also a perfectly balanced G&T.

Hendricks, Scotland

Tarquin’s Cornish, England

Innovative floral gin with cucumber & rose petal hints

Combining imports from all over the world Tarquin’s Cornish is a
celebration of what a gin can be. Made on a fire driven copper still &
Truly unusual spirit with flavours of grapefruit & coconut. Perfect for still hand bottled to this day.

Hoxton, England

Tides Fortune, England

Tides fortune is crisp with classic juniper flavours, perfect for any gin
lover. A fragrant juniper nose, citrus piquancy moving into a warming
anise flavour & a long, lingering smokiness on the palate.
the Juniper but not too overpowering.

Tides Fortune Elder Pear, England

Jawbox Gin, Ireland

Coming direct from Northern Ireland using 11 botanicals including

As with the original Tides Fortune. This includes roasted pear to induce
its natural sweetness before being added into ‘Monty’ Their still.
Afterwards Elderflower is vapour infused to finish this fantastic gin.

for a classic tonic or a ginger ale for the brave.

Warner’s Elderflower Gin, England

Little Bird, England

Pink grapefruit, sweet orange & to contrast & balance it all fresh
ginger. It even comes with a classic pin-up girl for a label.

Home-grown elderflower is used in the recipe from the same farm on
which each bottle is distilled, labelled & numbered by hand.

Warner’s Raspberry, England

Combining blackberries, hedgerow elderflower & of course raspberries.
Produced using Sicilian blood oranges giving it a sweet, juicy flavour profile. This wonderfully jammy gin tastes just like the British countryside.

Malfy Con Arancia, Italy

UPPER SHELF
10.5/50ML & MIXER
4 . 7 5 / 2 5 M L O N LY

Aviation, USA

Gin Mare, Spain

Taking a Dutch style Rye spirit base combined with juniper, lavender, Savoury Spanish gin with basil, olive & rosemary – something truly
anise, sarsaparilla, orange peel & cardamom. Crisp & floral with spice
hints & a wonderful finish of citrus peel.

Bathtub Gin Old Tom, England

Slightly sweetened with the style named after the old cat plaques
outside London gin houses that were used to secretly dispense gin.

Botanist, Scotland

From Islay where the 22 native botanicals are also foraged - a really
unique taste from a company that traditionally makes whisky.

Brighton, England

While the full list of Brighton’s gin botanicals remains a secret the
distillers have said that they use juniper, orange, lime & milk thistle
to create their refreshing, laid-back & ever-so-slightly-sweet gin.

Brooklyn Gin, USA

Fresh citrus peels in this lip-smacking fruit forward based gin.
A delight from New York.

Cambridge Gin, England

A terrific gem of a gin from the Cambridge Distillery, made with
Macedonian juniper and a selection of botanical capturing the
essence of all four seasons.

Chase Pink Grapefruit & Pomelo, England

This gin is bursting at the seams with exciting grapefruit notes
& a handful of peppery juniper notes at its core.

Chase Rhubarb & Bramley Apple, England

Sweet rhubarb meets crisp tangy apple combined with notes of
juniper. Finished with tart fresh rhubarb & warming cinnamon.

Deaths Door Gin, USA

Made with red winter wheat with flavours of creamy vanilla, anise &
pepper alongside the traditional juniper & citrus.

Didsbury Original, England

Inspired by the botanical gardens of Didsbury this citrus forward gin
includes fresh grapefruit, orange, with both fresh & dried lemon &
lime peel. Dreamy with a slice of pink grapefruit in a G&T.

Didsbury Orange & Ginger, England

A fix of ginger spice & all things nice. Taking the classic Didsbury
Original infusing it with fresh blood orange & ginger. Mix with a
Mediterranean tonic!

Didsbury Plum & Rosehip, England

Hendricks Luna, Scotland

Inspired by a moonlit evening tending botanicals in the hothouse,
Hendrick’s master distiller Lesley Gracie has made Lunar Gin. A
warming, spicy expression well suited to sipping in the evening. Subtle
peppery sparks, fragrant citrus oils & floral wafts abound here.

Jinzu, Scotland

Something that blends tradition gin – including cherry blossom
as a botanical & sake for a creamy, delicate taste. Perfectly floral
with wonderful notes.

Mermaid, Isle of Wight

A gin with a sense of place being made with Isle of Wight rock
samphire, Bodacicea hops & juniper, elderflower, grains of paradise.
& plenty more

Mermaid Pink, Isle of Wight

Blending with the excellent Mermaid gin with the inclusion of natural
wild strawberry also giving it a rosy hue.

Mirabeau Rose Gin, France

Made by the famous Champagne creators Mirebeau, using grapes
to make the base spirits & a plethora of botanicals to give this a
fantastic rose flavour.

Mombassa Strawberry Gin, England

With Strawberry being the key here it fills the mouth with the
delightful fresh sweetness & has subtle hints back to the base of
juniper and a hint of liquorice.

No.3 Gin, England

Made by the Berry Bros to a special recipe with juniper at its heart.
The No3 refers to the address of BBR the location its produced in.

Plymouth Navy Strength, England

Intense, bold notes of juniper, coriander & cardamom are matched
with smooth sweetness on the finish.

Salcombe, England

This gin was inspired by the Salcombe ‘fruiters’ that brought exotic
fruit into Devon from the Azores, West Indies and Mediterranean in
the 18th century. It is watered to ABV by the Dartmoor water local to
the distillery.

Salcombe Saint Marie, England

Saint Marie is named after the lighthouse which marks the southern
A twist on a classic hedgerow gin infused with 100% British flavours. entrace to the old port of Marseille, from where the Salcombe fruit
Adding in local fresh plums & floral rosehip creates a unique twist on schooners would load citrus fruits and herbs bound for the UK.
a modern classic.

Didsbury Raspberry & Elderflower, England

Another variation on the classic with macerated raspberries
& elderflowers. The citrus from the original shines through &
compliments the flavours creating an usual expression that’s
delightful to the tastebuds .

Fifty Pounds, England

Smooth & delicate with a number of distillations used.

Silent Pool, England

Made on the Albury estate in Surrey where the mysterious spring-fed
lake lies in silence. Featuring 24 botanicals giving it a subtle sweet
though intricately balanced tipple.

Sipsmith Lemon Drizzle, England

Naturally sweet & brightly citrusy this gin is reminiscent of a slice of
lemon drizzle cake.

UPPER SHELF

TOP SHELF

Tarquin’s Blackberry, England

Chase Aged Sloe & Mulberry, England

10/50ML & MIXER
4 . 7 5 / 1 0 . 5 M L O N LY

Fruity gin with the delicious British blackberries as well as a
small helping of Cornish wildflower honey to impart a subtle
mellow sweetness.

Tarquin’s Strawberry & Lime, England

11.5/50ML & MIXER
5 . 5 / 2 5 M L O N LY

Using their GB gin along with Herefordshire sloe berries &
mulberries it is aged in oak casks for a year before brewing.

Elephant Gin, Germany

Featuring Tarquin’s classic gin with the addition of fresh strawberry
& lime making for a tip-top tipple to enjoy over ice with tonic.

Using 14 botanicals including apples from around the distillery itself,
a wonderfully fresh gin with 15% of all profits going to space for
elephants & big life foundation elephant charities.

Warner’s Honeybee Gin, England

Four Pillars Bloody Shiraz, Australia

Built around locally sourced honey including from the distiller’s
personal farm! Also including hibiscus, cinnamon & cardamom.

Warner’s Rhubarb Gin, England

This intriguing treat is the delicious result of mixing Four Pillars Rare
Dry Gin with Yarra Valley Shiraz grapes. What the Australian distillers
did was steep the grapes in the gin for eight weeks, then pressed the
grapes & blended it with yet more of their gin.

Crisp, sweet & bitter all at once. Using an old rhubarb plant originally
grown at Buckingham palace.
Gunpowder Irish Gin, Ireland
An Irish gin made with caraway, coriander, meadowsweet, cardamom
Warner’s Sloe, England
& star anise as well as vapour infused oriental lemon & lime, fresh
Jammy yet still fresh this uses sloes foraged locally to the
grapefruit & gunpowder tea!
Nottinghamshire farm where this is made.

Williams Elegant, England

Notes of apple upfront combined with the orange peels & juniper,
creating a classic gin taste with all the contemporary
classical notes to make a true masterpiece to taste.

KI NO BI, Japan

Using rice spirit for its base as well as a selection of botanicals
including locally sourced ingredients – such as yuzu, hinoki wood
chips, bamboo leaves, green sansho & Gyokuro tea. All ingredients
are foraged from Kyoto around the distillery itself .

Monkey 47 Schwartzwald Dry Gin, Germany

A creative blend of 47 botanicals giving way to one of the most
distinct gins in the world. Winning medals year after year it’s one of
the highest praised gins of all time.

Monkey 47 Sloe Gin, Germany

Adding sloes into the original recipe, giving it a peppery tangy
complex taste with black forest sloes macerated in spirit for 3
months prior to being added.

Pink Pepper Gin, France

Situated in the heart of Cognac, this was originally a prototype to
raise funds from Michelin star restaurants to create a gin suitable for
the clientele. However, this gin proved worthy enough & nothing was
changed thereafter. Including honey vanilla & pink peppercorns this
gin has the perfect balance between spice & sweetness.

Sharish Blue Magic, Portugal

The magnificent colour comes from extracts of a flower known as the
blue pea & when you mix it with tonic it turns pink! Perfectly balanced
between fruit & floral this gin tightrope walks the delicacy expected
of a gin of this quality.

Sipsmith VJOP, England

All hail the juniper berry! If, like us, you think the juniper berry is a
proper champion of the botanical world, then you’ll love Sipsmith’s
V.J.O.P.

Slingsby Gooseberry, England

Yorkshire gooseberries are the star of this show with local Harrogate
water and using the base of Slingsby gin. Tangy sharpness but
balanced perfectly by citrus & fruity sweet notes.

